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Abstract. The SSL/TLS protocol is a de-facto standard that has proved its effectiveness in the wired Internet and
it will probably be the most promising candidate for future heterogeneous wireless environments. In this paper,
we propose potential solutions that this protocol can offer to future “all-IP” heterogeneous mobile networks with
particular emphasis on the user’s side. Our approach takes into consideration the necessary underlying public key
infrastructure (PKI) to be incorporated in future 3G core network versions and is under investigation by 3GPP.
We focus on the standard 3G+ authentication and key agreement (AKA), as well as the recently standardized
extensible authentication protocol (EAP)-AKA procedures and claim that SSL-based AKA mechanisms can provide
for an alternative, more robust, flexible and scalable security framework. In this 3G+ environment, we perceive
authentication as a service, which has to be performed at the higher protocol layers irrespectively of the underlying
network technology. We conducted a plethora of experiments concentrating on the SSL’s handshake protocol
performance, as this protocol contains demanding public key operations, which are considered heavy for mobile
devices. We gathered measurements over the GPRS and IEEE802.11b networks, using prototype implementations,
different test beds and considering battery consumption. The results showed that the expected high data rates on
one hand, and protocol optimisations on the other hand, can make SSL-based authentication a realistic solution in
terms of service time for future mobile systems.
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1. Introduction

According to beyond-3G current vision, an IP backbone will constitute the core network for
all heterogeneous wireless technologies and secure communication provision will become
one of the major goals of these systems. While secure sockets layer/transport layer security
(SSL/TLS) protocol [1–3] is the predominant and most widely used security protocol on the
wired Internet, to our knowledge, no wireless data service offers this protocol on a mobile
device today.

Performance considerations using SSL in a resource-constrained environment drove wire-
less designers to choose a different and incompatible, mainly gateway oriented, security pro-
tocol called wireless transport level security (WTLS) for their mobile clients [4, 5]. Provided
that is possible to develop a usable, in terms of performance, implementation of SSL for a
handheld device as suggested in [6], we can view authentication between mobile users and
network operators as a service which has to be performed at higher layers. By doing so, we can
implement more secure, flexible, and reconfigurable authentication and key agreement (AKA)
procedures for next generation mobile and wireless communication networks [7–9] which are
independent of the underlying wireless access technology.
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Considering SSL protocol and public key infrastructure (PKI) adaptation issues in future
mobile networks, we propose two related SSL-based authentication and key agreement (AKA)
schemes. We argue that standard packet switched (PS) domain AKA, extensible authentication
protocol (EAP)-AKA and users applications authentication mechanisms can be alternatively
SSL enhanced. Consequently, 3G AKA shortcomings can be tackled and scalable public
key solutions can be implemented. The performance of an SSL-based user-to-network AKA
scheme is experimentally evaluated, measuring service times and battery consumption under
different scenarios. The results show that SSL-based authentication can be attainable, in terms
of service time, in future mobile systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the SSL
protocol and examines how SSL and PKI can be included in future mobile communications. In
Section 3, we argue about existing problems spotted in 3G’s AKA and EAP-AKA mechanisms.
Our alternative SSL-based AKA methods are discussed in Section 4, while Section 5 presents
the measurements gathered from our experiments. Energy consumption results are presented
in Section 6 and the paper is finally concluded in Section 7.

2. SSL and PKI in Mobile Communications

TSL/SSL establishes a transport-level secure channel for encrypted communications between
two parties. SSL is offering many advantages, like different applications support, minimal
changes at layers above and below, and is easy to develop in IP-enabled devices.

Moreover, SSL supports different protocols for creating pre-master keys (RSA, Diffie-
Hellman, etc), several different cryptographic algorithms and different message authentication
code (MAC) algorithms. In the context of an AKA procedure, these properties can provide the
appropriate flexibility in a continuously evolving environment. The successful use of the SSL
protocol in the wired Internet has proved its usability and effectiveness. Likewise, SSL can
be part of an all-IP mobile environment [6]. Modern smart cards with advanced architectures
that just appearing in the market can effectively store and protect the subscriber’s private key,
generate good pseudorandom values and take over of symmetric key (un)wrapping functions
[6, 10]. Mobile’s device processor can efficiently carry out the rest of the calculations needed
by SSL protocol.

The ASPeCT project has demonstrated that public-key authentication is possible and GSM
and universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) applications can coexist on a single
smart card [11]. A recent study has also shown the feasibility of SSL in handheld wireless
devices [6]. Similar papers [12] examine the potential use of SSL protocol in networked mobile
devices using a proxy-based architecture.

Certainly to implement an AKA mechanism based on SSL, we need to utilize some sort
of PKI, which is not necessarily part of the current 3G+ network core [13]. PKI is gradually
being introduced in the market. Projects like ASPeCT [11] and USECA [14], Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) discussion documents [13, 15] especially for UMTS Release 6, as
well as other recent works [16] anticipate that evolution. The eNorge 2005 strategy calls for
a shared PKI for Norway [17], while advanced standards such MexE, WAP and i-mode from
NTT DoCoMo have moved forward to introduce public key methods. Successful wireless PKI
implementations and solutions from companies like Sonera Smarttrust, Lucent Technologies
and Entrust, strengthens the assertion that PKI has become an acknowledged and promising
component of standards.
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Figure 1. Wi-Fi integration in UMTS concept.

Such an infrastructure is protocol independent and heterogeneous, and can provide a wide
range of security services, such as authorization and charging of mobile users for new services,
authenticated and encrypted channels between network entities, as well as digital signatures
and non-repudiation services. More on PKI and 3G integration requirements can be found in
[7, 13, 15, 16, 18].

3. 3G AKA, EAP-AKA and Their Limitations

UMTS and GSM AKA mechanisms are based on a symmetric secret key K, which is stored in
the user’s universal subscriber identity module (USIM) card and in the corresponding home
subscriber server (HSS). The procedure, as described in [19], is based on the challenge/response
protocol. Note that AKA is used for authentication purposes at both the radio network and
the IP multimedia subsystem (IM), introduced in UMTS release 5 [20, 21]. Consequently,
the radio network uses international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI), whereas the IM uses
network access identifier (NAI), which is of the form IMSI@realm or P-TMSI@realm where
P-TMSI is the packet temporary mobile subscriber’s identity. For more information about IM
and NAI refer to [20] and [22], respectively.

Furthermore, current 3GPP specifications for UMTS Release 6 [23], describe an interwork-
ing architecture between UMTS and WLAN (Figure 1) where the home network is responsible
for access control, while 3GPP authentication authorization and accounting (AAA) proxy, re-
lays access control signalling to the home 3GPP AAA server. The access request is forwarded
to the AAA proxy that translates the AAA request into the equivalent 3G AAA protocol request.
Usually the EAP server is separate from the authenticator node, which resides closest to the
user’s machine (supplicant) for e.g. an AP or an 802.1X bridge. The supplicant communicates
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with the AAA server that provides EAP server functionality using an AAA protocol, such as
RADIUS or DIAMETER.

3GPP seems to choose the EAP-AKA protocol described in [23, 24]. EAP is a general
protocol for PPP authentication, which can support multiple authentication mechanisms. Con-
sequently, EAP-AKA provides a way to exchange AKA authentication messages encapsulated
within the EAP protocol.

Although several known weaknesses in GSM AKA seem to be now fixed in UMTS, there
are still some “gaps” which affect the EAP-AKA mechanism too. For a detailed breakdown
of 3G-AKA shortcomings refer to [7, 25–27].

In the following, we only mention additional deficiencies specific to EAP-AKA:

• The authentication procedure may require several request/response exchanges. When the
user roams from one cell to another, he should gain or request authentication from his
3G AAA home server. This means that authentication efficiency should be significantly
considered, since it is involved in the latency quality of the handover procedure.

• Identity privacy support can be optionally included in EAP-AKA to protect the privacy of
the subscriber identity against passive eavesdropping. However, this mechanism cannot be
used on the first connection with a given server and the IMSI must be sent in clear text. In
addition, active attacks can be triggered from individuals that impersonate the network and
try to obtain the subscriber’s IMSI.

• EAP-AKA does not support ciphersuite negotiation or protocol version negotiation.
• Other protocol attacks are also possible, for instance man-in-the-middle and negotiation

attacks, as described in [24].

Last but not least, user application security, when needed, is provided by the WTLS proto-
col. It is well known that WTLS, at least until version 2.x, is using a WAP getaway, which is
generally considered as insecure and certainly not “end-to-end”. At any rate, WTLS authen-
tication procedure is on the one hand often anonymous, and if it is done, then it is done only
once (towards the WAP gateway) for the whole time where the same WAP gateway is used.

4. Proposed AKA Mechanisms

Motivated by the aforementioned standard AKA deficiencies and technological trends men-
tioned in Section 2, we propose two alternative AKA procedures based on SSL and EAP-TLS,
respectively. For standard PS domain authentication and key agreement we describe in short a
mechanism based on SSL; for integrated 3G+/Wi-Fi networks we illustrate EAP-TLS, method
[28] instead of EAP-AKA. Figures 2 and 3 depict the protocol messages flow, for standard SSL
and EAP-TLS AKA mechanism respectively. All necessary adaptations are included focusing
on public key operations in the client side which is generally considered as computationally
weak. We note that the proposed AKA-SSL procedure protects IMSI from active or passive
eavesdropping by making it part of the SSL. A short description on the necessary adaptations
is following. For a detailed pure SSL and EAP-TLS protocols explanation respectively, refer
to [1, 2, 28].

4.1. AKA BASED ON SSL

Figure 2 describes a standard SSL protocol negotiation, providing mutual authentication
through X.509 subset certificates to both parties. The derived symmetric keys will serve for
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Figure 2. AKA mechanism based on SSL (Packet-TMSI is unknown to SGSN).

both network signalling and user data integrity and confidentiality. At this point, we also sup-
pose that no P-TMSI is included in the MS’s attach request message to SGSN, which serves
the routing area wherein the mobile is located. Later on, we will show how the procedure is ex-
tended when P-TMSI is included in the MS’s attach request message to SGSN. The procedure
may be slightly different, depending on the SSL cipher-suite, agreed by the communication
parties.

4.2. AKA BASED ON EAP-TLS

Figure 3 depicts the case of EAP-TLS. EAP-TLS is based on SSL Version 3.0, and SSL
handshake is performed over EAP, instead of TCP as in the Internet case. As EAP-TLS
performs mutual SSL authentication, each side is required to prove its identity to the other
using its certificate and its private key. The appropriate 3G AAA server is chosen based on the
NAI. Note that since the client claimed his identity in the EAP-response identity packet, the
EAP server should verify that the claimed identity corresponds to the certificate presented by
the peer. This means that a user ID must be included in the peer certificate. From the AAA server
side, a mapping from the temporary identifier (P-TMSI) to the IMSI is also required likewise,
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Figure 3. AKA mechanism based on EAP-TLS.

supplicant must check against EAP’s server certificate validity (expiration time/name/signed
by trusted certification authority (CA) etc).

4.3. RESUMING SESSIONS

To minimize the overhead of sophisticated cryptographic calculations and the number of
protocol messages in both parties (MS–SGSN–AAA server), SSL defines a mechanism by
which two parties can reuse previously negotiated SSL parameters. Resuming earlier sessions
notably streamlines the AKA-SSL negotiation. The two hello messages in Figure 2 determine
whether the session can be resumed or not. More specifically, if MS wishes to resume a
previous session, then it includes its session ID in its hello message suggesting its value
to SGSN/AAA server. If SGSN/AAA server agrees with that and has cached that session
parameters, it responds with the same session ID in its own hello message. Otherwise, it
generates a different session ID value and the full negotiation then takes place.

The entire attach procedure, incorporating our proposed AKA-SSL procedure, is illustrated
in Figure 4, in the form of a message sequence diagram. The MS retrieves its P-TMSI from its
non-volatile memory and places it in the attach request message, sent to the new SGSN. The
P-TMSI has been previously allocated possibly by another SGSN (old SGSN) and perhaps at
another routing area. Obviously, if the P-TMSI has been allocated by the new SGSN in the
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Figure 4. MS’s attach procedure.

past, then the new SGSN and the old SGSN are identical and the new SGSN is aware of the
IMSI of the MS. A decision flowchart describing whether session can by resumed or not, is
also presented in Figure 5.

A comparable procedure could be initiated for EAP-TLS authentication. In that case,
session resumption is straightforward, as the home AAA server is caching SSL session pa-
rameters. Also note that any AAA server (WLAN or 3G) that resides near the supplicant can
provide for authentication, thus improving mobility. This is possible as the “Any-AAA server”
can pre-exchange cross-reference certificates with the home AAA server, or both can have a
signed certificate from a common root CA. Accounting details could be transferred in batch,
according to bilateral pre-arrangements.

Although session resumption offers a great deal of convenience and efficiency to both
parties involved, systems should exercise some care in employing it. When a single key is
employed, encryption inevitably becomes less secure, as more information is protected and
the time passes. So the SGSN/AAA server has to set thresholds on the number of resumptions
allowed per session, as well as on the time elapsed between consecutive resumptions per
session. If one of the constraints is not met then the full negotiation should be mandatory.

4.4. AKA-SSL PROCEDURE I N A SERVING NETWORK

In case the subscriber is using his mobile device in a serving network, AKA-SSL procedure
remains as is, with the assumption that the home network CA and the serving network CAs,
have pre-exchanged cross reference certificates. In that case, SGSN is bound to send to MS
the corresponding cross-reference certificate too. Of course, another option might be to have
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Figure 5. Checking whether a session can be resumed.

a common Root CA, acting as a trusted third party (TTP), and being entrusted by both the
serving and home network CAs. A hierarchical approach can be proposed as well to support
inter-provider trust.

4.5. FURTHER ADAPTATION ISSUES

Some further issues need to be resolved before the proposed SSL-based authentication is
introduced. Currently 2.5G and 3G systems, as discussed in Section 2, lack such a large-scale
of infrastructure to authorize and consequently charge mobile users for new services, as well
as to provide digital signatures and non-repudiation services. However, in the years to come
it is very likely that mobile operators will incorporate PKI technology or become associated
to TTPs.

Integration between 3G mobile systems and PKI has not been standardized yet. However,
recent 3GGP discussion documents deal with that particular subject. Apparently, possible
solutions to IP connect PKI entities to 3G+ core network architecture, are Gateway GPRS
support node (GGSN) and SGSN nodes, with GGSN being the “natural” choice. Certainly,
other possible and perhaps more optimal solutions for e.g. gateway or proxy oriented, that do
not affect SGSN or GGSN signalling can be proposed. For a more detailed discussion refer to
[15, 18].
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Another barrier for someone to implement a straight AKA-SSL procedure between an MS
and 2.5G-SGSN is the fact that currently there is not direct IP connectivity between MS and
SGSN. However, 3G-SGSN will communicate towards all directions (RNC, GGSN) using IP.
Even more, it is very likely that SGSN will be finally integrated with GGSN, at a later time.
Regardless of which node will provide AKA functionality, it is more efficient to implement the
AKA procedure as a service, provided to the user in an “anywhere – anytime” manner. Accord-
ing to 3G+ all-IP vision, this technology independent approach shall probably be more suitable.

On the other hand, the application of 3G+ SSL-based (EAP-TLS) authentication mech-
anisms into Wi-Fi networks, supposes that AAA procedures of a mobile Wi-Fi user can be
controlled in a “centralized” or “semi-centralized” way by his home core 3G+ network. Ac-
cording to this arrangement, the Wi-Fi networking settings are considered as multiple entry
points of a common 3G+ infrastructure. A Wi-Fi user needs to know only his home 3G+
network operator, who is responsible to establish and maintain roaming agreements (RAs)
with various ending WLAN operators. Considering the high number of operators expected
and the diversity of their services, a layered/hierarchical approach for RA settlement would
probably fit better. Depending on the RA between the two operators, the user may receive
Internet access through his home 3G+ network, via the Wi-Fi network, or directly through the
current Wi-Fi access network, after being authenticated by his home 3G network, Obviously,
such a solution also assumes that the user has a dual mode mobile station supporting both
WLAN and UMTS, or the WLAN device can be linked with a UE, which supports 3G+ SIM
capabilities e.g. Bluetooth, USB or IrDA. Finally, it is worth mentioning that EAP Tunnelled
TLS (EAP-TTLS) protocol was also under consideration in 3GPP to support 3G and WLAN
integration, but as is explained in [29] it was vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks.

5. Experimental Framework for AKA-SSL/TLS

5.1. TEST-BED SETUP

In order to evaluate the performance of an AKA-SSL mechanism, we constructed an experi-
mental hardware and software architecture. The objective was to evaluate the performance of
the proposed AKA-SSL methods in terms of service times and thus show that this mechanism
is realizable with current and future technology, while EAP-TLS performance is left for future
work. The topology of our test architecture is illustrated in Figure 6(a). The presumed mobile
device is a Compaq iPAQ H3970 Pocket PC (PPC) that uses Windows PPC 2002 operating
system. The client uses a Nokia D211 dual GPRS class 7/WLAN IEEE802.11b PCMCIA
card inserted in iPAQ’s expansion pack plus module. The PPC incorporates a 400 MHz Intel
X-Scale PXA250 CPU and has 64 MB of RAM and 48 MB of flash ROM available. It also
utilizes a user-accessible section of ROM that can hold approximately 22 MB of data, appli-
cations, and other files. At the other end, the server machine has dual processor Pentium III
600 MHz with 256 MB RAM, running the Windows 2000 professional SP4 operating system.
The server has also a WAN connection available. Comparable test-beds for GPRS and WAP
performance evaluation can be found in the literature [30–32].

We wrote the applications in Microsoft’s Embedded C++ version 4.0 and employed the
well-known open-source Apache-style license OpenSSL toolkit in version 0.9.7b [3, 33, 34]
to make them SSL enabled. Lightweight SSL packages like Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME)
Kilobyte-SSL from Sun and RSA’s Bsafe SSL-C/SSL-J, offer certificate based authentication
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Figure 6. Experiment set-up.

Figure 7. Software architecture.

from server’s side only, while Java performance in crypto code is by far worse than C++
performance [3].

The experimental software architecture is illustrated in Figure 7. One process is running
on our SSL enabled authentication server: Process A1, which opens a TCP-SSL listening
socket and waits for transactions. A1 is multi-threaded, that is when it receives a message, it
dispatches a thread to process and respond to the request. Process A2, running on a separate
machine, generates a large number of SSL transactions to virtually load the server. The times
between successive SSL authentication requests follow the negative exponential distribution.

We tried to minimize client’s application demand in processing power and memory ca-
pacity, by removing dispensable memory and power consuming calls to OpenSSL functions.
Therefore, we left out functions that load libraries with error strings, verify certificates paths,
certificates chain depths above four and we enabled the client to support only SSL version 3
and TLS version 1. Likewise, we excluded from the client and the server, support for ciphers
and MACs algorithms that are generally considered anonymous or weak, e.g. MD5.

The handshake and authentication procedures are mutual, meaning that both the client
(MS) and the server (SGSN) exchange their certificates, which are kept locally along with the
corresponding trusted CAs public keys list. We decided to evaluate a depth-two certificate chain
schema in order to weigh up a serving or visited network authentication by stretching the client
even more. Both parties check certificates validity, against time expiration and issuing CA.
Neither party check certificates validity agasinst any revocation list. Only the authentication
server is bound to do so by checking against MS’s P-TMSI (mapping it to the correct IMSI).
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Table 1. Service times (iPAQ\GPRS)

Mobile station (iPAQ) (ms) Authentication server (ms)

NRT RPT THT TST SCRT

Average 1391 1427 9.480 10.950 8.469

S.D. 610 620 750 980 760

All RSA keys are 1024 bits in length, pre-master secret exchange is based on ephemeral
Diffie-Hellman key with RSA signatures, thus supporting forward secrecy and the resulting
symmetric SSL/TLS session key is 128 or 256 (for AES256) bits long. The complete cipher
suite algorithms that our applications employed are: EDH-RSA for key exchange with key size
512 or 1024 bits, DES-CBC3 or AES256 for encryption and SHA for hashing. Both suites can
be characterized as heavy, compared e.g. to weaker but faster Kilobyte-SLL’s cipher-suites
options (RSA RC4 128 MD5 and RSA RC4 40 MD5).

Figure 6(b), depicts our hardware architecture for normal SSL authentication over 802.11b
link. Client and server machines, the corresponding applications and the setup options remain
the same. We used a D-link DWL-900AP+ wireless access point to connect to our WLAN
sub-network. Our server resides in another sub-network and ping times from one sub-network
to another showed an average value of 60 ms.

5.2. MEASUREM ENT RESULTS

We run our experiments with various values of the request arrival rate λ for process A2 which
adds virtual load to the server process A1, during different days and peak hours times. The
GPRS coding scheme was CS-1 (9.05 kb/s) and the time slots for GPRS were varying from
3 to 4, thus having wireless network speeds in the range from 27 to 36 kb/s. We tracked and
measured the following times in the mobile’s client process:

(a) Network response time (NRT): Time to complete a connection to the server socket. It
includes network round-trip plus client and server processing related to the acceptance of
the connection.

(b) Request preparation time (RPT): Elapsed time before the actual SSL handshake. This time
is NRT, plus the preparation time e.g. MS’s time to load the certificates.

(c) Total handshake time (THT): Elapsed time from MS hello to finished message.
(d) Total SSL call setup time (TST): Total elapsed time until both parties acquire the symmetric

key and are ready to start the actual communication (it is actually the sum of RPT and THT).
At the server side, we measured the following time:

(e) Time to serve client’s request (SCRT): Elapsed time from server hello message until MS’s
request has been accepted and served.

During our experiments, we gathered 1000 measurements of the aforementioned times,
from an equal number of transactions initiated by our client. We present the corresponding
average and standard deviation values in milliseconds in Table 1 and the probability density
functions of these time durations in Figures 8(a) and 8(b).

In Figure 8(a), we can see the relation between NRT and RPT. We easily observe that RPT
plot is actually a right shift of about 0.1 s, of the NRT plot, which means that the preparation
process takes nearly constant time to complete and the total time before SSL handshake is
mainly dependent on the distribution of NRT i.e. the network speed.
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Table 2. Memory requirements for the client and server

Characteristics Memory (KB)

Disk or Flash ROM space for OpenSSL.dll files 1132

Disk or Flash ROM space for MS’s application 16

EPROM space in smartcard for client’s certificate 4.07
(same for the server) 4.07

EPROM space in smartcard for one trusted CA-root certificate 1.02

RAM space for process server application 100

Figure 8. GPRS service times (iPAQ\GPRS).

Similarly, in Figure 8(b) we present the relation between TST, THT and SCRT. We notice
that the THT plot is a right shift of about 1 s of the SCRT plot. This 1 s includes half round-
trip time (0.7 s) from the initial MS hello message. All the three plots have nearly the same
distribution. This can be explained from the protocol’s 10 exchanged messages, in other words
approximately 5 NRTs. Therefore, 1391 ms average round-trip time multiplied by 5 equals
7 s, plus other times for calculations, verifications and hashing, we get the total average SSL
setup time of 10.95 s. We also mention that all measurements gathered, were highly immune
to server’s workload as this was generated by process A2.

Finally, Table 2 presents the resources in kilo bytes, which comprise indicative values for
a mobile device to run our scenario.

5.3. COM MENTS ON THE MEASUREMENTS RESULTS

An average time of 11 s, as it appears in Table 1, is certainly an unacceptable authentication time
duration for the users of a wireless 3G+ devices, since a real 2.5G standard AKA mechanism,
assuming that someone activates his device in a roaming network, takes about 5–7 s to complete.
However, comparing TST with actual WTLS service times, we note that WTLS is in several
cases even slower, while comparable results with Kilobyte-SSL, 20 MHz Palm client CPU
and server-side only certificate verification show a time of approximately 10 s [6].

Nevertheless, 11 s is an overestimated result, because we have to subtract the extra network
delay, derived from the fact that our server did not reside inside the provider’s core network.
Performing measurements with a ping tool, we discovered that the extra time spend in each
roundtrip was about 220 ms. Thus, the actual TST time is below 10 s (9.85).

Furthermore, someone has to consider that the ciphers used were the heaviest possible and
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that the exchanged certificates provide for authentication in a serving network. In the present
2.5 and 3G specifications, this means that the serving network has to ask the subscriber’s
home network, to provide it with authentication vectors to authenticate the user. The size
of the certificates as presented in Table 2, not only decelerates the certificate verification
process in each party, but at the same time adds several extra bytes to the relevant handshake
messages.

Additionally, the network speed was relatively low, since the expected network speeds
for 3G will be 144 kb/s up to 348 kb/s for wide and up to 2Mb/s for low coverage and
mobility, which will substantially reduce round-trip times. A rough calculation assuming (the
minimum) 144 kb/s network speed could diminish NRT to 348 ms showing an improvement of
a factor of four. Even a higher GPRS coding scheme, if offered by the operator and possible by
the prevailing link conditions, could improve protocol’s handshake performance considerably
[32].

Excluding hardware improvements, further optimizations may come from either the pro-
tocol structure (messages exchange) or the network architecture. As we discussed in Section
4.1, session resumption option provides a dramatic performance improvement. Making the
appropriate adjustments to our client and server software we measured an average of 2.1 s
in THT client’s time (77% improvement). More important, we would consequently expect
corresponding improvement in network throughput, as a significant number of sessions are
resumed. In any case, the client will need for each session that will attempt to resume, a max-
imum buffer size of 80 bytes, which is 32 bytes for session ID and 48 bytes for the pre-master
secret.

Finally, during the SSL handshake, the server must wait for a client message and vise
versa. OpenSSL for example can buffer network output for increased performance. So, it
is often computationally cheaper and network faster (considering round-trip times) to gen-
erate a number of messages and transmit them all at once [3]. The simplest buffering ap-
proach is to set a fixed buffer size and transmit the data when it gets full. It’s also necessary
to flush the buffer after each transmission. In all cases the choice of buffer size is criti-
cal, as in some cases improves latency and in other cases makes it worse. Recent studies
also showed that session reuse could be further improved, using an SSL session aware dis-
patcher, when the operator is planning to install a cluster of SSL authentication servers [35]
and as is mentioned in [36] the SSL’s handshake protocol time can be improved up to 5.7
times.

5.4. ENHANCING THE CLIENT’S PROCESSING POWER

It was important to test the effect of the client computing power on the overall AKA mechanism.
Thus, we replaced the iPAQ device with a Compaq Presario laptop machine which incorporates
a Pentium 4 2.2 GHz processor and 256 MB RAM. The rest of our initial test-bed setup
remained unchanged. We logged another set of 1000 measurements of the aforementioned
times, from an equal number of transactions initiated by our laptop client.

The new measurement results are presented now in Table 3 and the probability density
functions of THT, TST and SCRT time durations are shown in Figure 9.

We observe that RPT is equal to NRT, meaning that the preparation phase is zero, which
is expected for the fast 2.2 GHz machine. Once more, all the three plots are shifted versions
of the same distribution.
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Table 3. Service times (laptop\GPRS)

Mobile station Authentication
(laptop) (ms) server (ms)

NRT RPT THT TST SCRT

Average 1342 1343 5.503 6.840 4.354

S.D. 574 574 1298 1381 793

Figure 9. GPRS service times (laptop\GPRS).

5.5. PERFORMING AKA-SSL OVER AN 802.11B WLAN

We used the test bed depicted in Figure 6(b) to measure the processing cost of the pure (ex-
cluding network transfer times) SSL handshake with the available mobile device. Performing
SSL handshake in a fast wireless environment (10 Mb/s), network times are nearly diminished
and therefore, the remaining time is very close to the net handshake protocol’s performance
time. The results are presented in Table 4 and Figure 10.

TST time is very close to THT, as NRT is very small and standard deviation of all values
remains low, supporting our reasoning. Remember that THT measured with iPAQ over GPRS
was 9.480 ms. Is nearly the same as the current THT (2.605 ms) plus the total round-trip times
in GPRS. The aforementioned results are also indicative of the performance expected when
EAP-TLS is employed. Concluding, Figure 11(a) gives a picture of THT time comparison
between the three deployed scenarios.

6. Battery Measurements

Energy consumed by secure wireless sessions on mobile devices, can be categorized in two
major groups that include cryptographic computations for secure session establishment and
data transactions and message exchanges during handshake and secure data transactions.
Related work [37] conducted on PPC in a wireless 11 Mbps LAN and WTLS using Diffie-
Hellman key exchange protocol, shows a consumption of 1062 mJ, 7% of which is consumed by
the cryptographic computations and 93% by the message exchanges. A comprehensive analysis
of the energy requirements of SSL using OpenSSL and iPAQ, can also be found in [38].
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Table 4. Service times (iPAQ\WLAN)

Mobile station (iPAQ) (ms) Authentication server (ms)

NRT RPT THT TST SCRT

Average 103 467 2.605 2.730 2.600

S.D. 377 459 370 376 161

Figure 10. TST and THT service times (iPAQ\WLAN).

Figure 11. Comparing THT service times and battery consumption.

The aforementioned works cover SSL’s energy consumption to a great deal. In this paper
we will bound our study, measuring battery consumption for four different situations. (a)
Device is idle; (b) device is connected to GPRS without performing any transaction; (c) device
is connected to GPRS performing an SSL handshake every 10 s and (d) device connected to
GPRS with an SSL connection active, sending and receiving an amount of 10 KB of data
continuously.

iPAQ has a lithium-polymer 400 mAh rechargeable main battery. Expansion pack plus
module where the Nokia D211 card was inserted has also a removable battery. This battery
was removed during our tests. In all scenarios iPAQ’s screen was always turned on and the
battery initialization status was 80% charged. Energy consumption for Nokia D211 card when
it is connected to GPRS is 23 mA (idle) and 150–200 mA (downloading), respectively.
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Measurement results which are presented in Figure 11(b), show that iPAQ can be SSL
connected, receive and sent ciphered data for somewhat less than 2 h, with screen always
turned on. Likewise, it can be connected to the GPRS network for almost 2.5 h. At any rate,
protocol’s message compression could be an important contributing factor, as decompression
is always faster and more energy-efficient from compression. This means that we can enable
server-side compression and client-side decompression for both handshake and data transaction
messages to achieve better battery administration.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

The greater drawback of the existing AKA procedures is that they are dependent on the
underlying network infrastructure and thus cannot offer a dynamic and flexible authentication
and key agreement mechanism, acting rather statically. On the contrary, in next generation
mobile environments more flexible, dynamic and scalable security mechanisms are necessary
in order to support on-demand services and all-IP end-to-end solutions, integrated with the
Internet and over heterogeneous wireless and wired technologies.

In this paper, we described two SSL-based authentication procedures, which take advantage
of an underlying PKI, for future mobile communication systems. We examined and evaluated
the performance of one of the proposed schemes that also protects user’s IMSI. We tried to
estimate protocol’s handshake time and battery consumption by testing different devices and
set-ups. Taking into consideration the forthcoming 3G+ networks speed, SSL protocol opti-
misations, as well as hardware improvements we conclude that SSL-based authentication can
be possible in terms of service times. Simultaneously, it can deliver the appropriate flexibility
and scalability to network operators and a high level of trust and assurance to end-users.

Topics to be further investigated include roaming and authentication, layered oriented
approaches for inter-domain issues, like cross-certification, EAP-TLS authentication perfor-
mance and battery consumption improvements.
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